Purpose

This document outlines the process for accessing and using the TQIP Models sub-reports, a feature set of the TQP Explorer. These reports are useful to explore the risk-adjusted results provided in your semi-annual benchmark report and discover patterns.

Process

1. From the Trauma Quality Programs Participant Hub, click Data Center:
2. Log into the Data Center with the username and password provided to you by IQVIA.

3. Once logged into the TQP Data Center, click *Operational Reports* from the menu bar on the left-hand side of the screen.
4. Select TQP Explorer.

5. Select the Report which corresponds to your program, and then select the Reporting Year and Reporting Period you wish to explore. Select Apply Parameters when you are ready to continue.
6. Select a row of models by clicking the corresponding cell in the Patients column of the Patient Summary. The distribution showing on the Details Panel will depend on what you selected for View Details By.

7. Select bars in the Details Panel to restrict the Patient Details to display data corresponding to the bars you have selected for that model. You can ctrl-select multiple bars, or multi-select bars by dragging your mouse. Note: The Patient Details panel will not be present for Collaboratives.
8. You can change the order of the table in the Patient Summary by using the Outcome/Cohort drop-down, or restrict the table based on search criteria. You can also change the scope of the Details Panel by using the sliders on the axes. **Note:** For Level III participants, there is an Outcome Models/Time to Event Models drop-down used to show results for other model types.

9. Click Facility View to see your results on a caterpillar plot, which identifies your facility, in the Facility Distribution panel. You can ctrl-select multiple models, or multi-select models by dragging your mouse, to display multiple plots.
10. Your facility is a larger diamond than all other facilities, and can also be highlighted by selecting True on the Shape by key. Collaboratives can see the facilities from their Collaborative highlighted by selecting Part of Collaborative.

11. You can export all graphics on the page using the menu on the top left, or you can right click within a panel to export just the contents of that panel. This will work to export the patient data in the Patient Details panel.